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Throughout history art has come in different waves of style. Traditional painting and 
sculpture focused on a literal representation of a scene. In the 19th century the invention of the 
telephoto lens changed the world. A photograph took the job of trained professionals who would 
paint portraits. This lead to a new era of artistic work, artists were now free to express 
themselves and that is exactly what they did. Modernism threw away the notions of traditional 
values and academic rules in art. This change in values and personal expression lead to the rise 
of Modern art and then later on postmodern art. 

 To define modern art one has to define an era. Modern art was the representation and 
expression of the culture and the events in that time period. Modernism values reason, science 
and democracy. The Modern art era began with the Enlightenment, a European movement that 
focused on logic and the individual. For the past few hundred years western art was 
commissioned by the church and aristocracy, to find a personal piece of art before this time is 
exceedingly rare. Jacques-Louis David is considered to be an early artist in the modernism 
movement. “Study for the Costume of a Civil Official” is a drawing done by David in 1794.1 
depicting a worker of the state, this is an early show of modernism as the subject was no longer 
the aristocracy but instead a middle class worker. True modernism had not yet fully surfaced 
during the enlightenment. It was not until the late 19th century that modernism really took hold. 

 The development of modernism in the late 19th and early 20th century began to bring 
about specific techniques that would come to personify the movement. The topic of modern art 
covers a large variety of art movements. Ranging from abstractionism to hyperrealism it is 
difficult to find one common theme that connects all the different movements contained within 
modern art. There is not a specific brush stroke or medium that defined the era. It was more of a 
philosophical belief that the art truly mattered. As opposed to traditionalists who just assumed 
everything had value, and postmodernists who did not believe in any intrinsic value. Classical 
artists had long dominated the art scene throughout the world, subject matter being drawn from 
mostly the church or a commissioned idea. Movements of modern art took advantage of color in 
major ways, especially in expressionism. 

 Expressionism is modern art movement that emerged in Germany and lasted from 1905 
to 1920.2 Expressionism was a reaction to the impressionism and classical art, encouraging the 
distortion of form and the use of strong colors to convey emotions and feelings. This movement 
drew inspiration for the subject matter from within in the artist, not an outside force. 
Expressionist style works will often have swirling, very organic lines and exaggerated 
brushstrokes to depict the subject.  This was done to represent the artist’s feelings towards the 
change of the modern world. Edvard Munch is responsible for one of the most recognizable 
pieces from the expressionism movement, “The Scream” 1893. He used irregular brush strokes 
and organic lines to represent one of his own memories and how he felt during that: 

“Munch defined how we see our own age-wracked with anxiety and uncertainty. His 
painting of a sexless, twisted, fetal-faced creature, with mouth and eyes open wide in a 
shriek of horror, re-created a vision that had seized him as he walked one evening in his 



youth with two friends at sunset. As he later described it, the "air turned to blood" and the 
"faces of my comrades became a garish yellow-white." Vibrating in his ears he heard "a 
huge endless scream course through nature." ”3 

This symbolism perfectly captures the essence of modern art. Munch drew inspiration from 
within himself and was able to represent raw, pure unadulterated emotions in his work. 
Expressionism was all about moving away from the classical art styles and was a response to the 
rapid urbanization that had occurred globally. Munch is technically classified as a post-
impressionist artist but his works inspired the jump start of expressionism which contained many 
of the same themes as his own works. 

 At the tail end of the Modern art era is the movement called Pop art. Pop art is perhaps 
the last movement in the modern era, taking place in the early 1960’s and centered in New York 
City. The main theme of the Pop art movement was to draw on popular imagery and add their 
own artistic image to it. Shifting away from abstract and surrealism, Pop art began to use 
recognizable images in their works. Using everyday objects and common events as subject 
matters art no longer only focused on legends and imagery but was an actual representation of 
day to day objects. This lead to a huge support from the public, and has allowed Pop art to 
become one of the most recognizable styles of modern art. “The pop artist had no inner secrets; 
he addressed himself not to the esoteric Western tradition but to the ecumenical contemporary 
world.”4 Pop art removed the boundaries between high art and low culture. Pop artist Andy 
Warhol is a household name, his fame has been set in stone from his works during the 1960’s. 
Warhol in essence took the soul out of his artistic works. He began to manufacture art at a 
consumer level, a recognizable image that was mass producible. He first showed this with his 
work “Campbell’s Soup Cans” in 1962.4 By using a product that was universally recognizable he 
was able to create a connection with the public. Matching the post-world war II theme of 
industry Warhol used screen printing to mass produce his iconography. Pop art marks the end of 
the Modern art era, switching over to a new style. 

 The predecessor to modern art can be described simply as postmodernism. 
Postmodernism was a reaction to the modern era. It reacted to the progressiveness of the world at 
the time and would consist of art forms such as: Conceptual art, Minimalism, video art, 
performance art, and installation art. The movement consists of making light of a dark subject. 
The art will tackle hard subjects in a very light and mild manner. Art was no longer simply a 
visual expression it was a political tool. It focused heavily on how the view would perceive the 
art, and not just the expression of the artist’s self. Postmodernism sought to remove the 
difference between art forms in culture. High and low art are a big focus of the movement. Artist 
Pablo Picasso would include lyrics of popular songs on his canvases as a method of drawing the 
gap between high and low art. They believed that all culture was equal and deserved equal 
recognition throughout society. Andy Warhol also crossed over into postmodernism with his use 
of pop culture in his subject matters.  

“Warhol continued to explore other forms of media. He published such books as The 
Philosophy of Andy Warhol (From A to B and Back Again) and Exposures. Warhol also 
experimented extensively with video art, producing more than 60 films during his career. 



Some of his most famous films include Sleep, which depicts poet John Giorno sleeping 
for six hours, and Eat, which shows a man eating a mushroom for 45 minutes.”5 

The repetitive elements in his works reference mass production, also the frequent use of diptych 
formats played on renaissance styles.  

 From classical art, to postmodernism, all forms of art contain similar themes and 
recognition. It is not possible to have one without the other. For the first few thousand years of 
man creating art it was a constant quest to try and represent the physical world as accurately as 
possible. This feat was achieved in the Renaissance, the old masters had perfected an exact style 
in which the human form was perfectly represented. This marked a great changing point in art 
history, artists no longer strived to master duplication. Art shifted to the expression of the artist, 
of being able to convey specific emotions through a medium. Being able to use brush strokes and 
color to show anger or excitement brought a whole new personality to the world of art. This is 
the staple of Modernism, the era is about expression. This expression opened up fine art to the 
mass public. Once the public as a whole became engulfed in the culture of modernism artists 
began to realize their work had influence. In postmodernism artists seem to realize that instead of 
simply expressing themselves through their work, they could use their work to reach the public. 
The advent of Pop art brought fine art into the home of almost every American. In this era 
artistic work was about sending a message, using the interconnection of culture to bring social 
awareness. Sparked by the Tet offensive, assassinations of political figures the public looked to 
the art produced by postmodernists for solace. Art and culture are interconnected, major events 
which occur influence and vice versa. 
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